
Enterprise 
Knowledge 

Management
DISCOVER, SEARCH, AND VIEW SPATIAL DATA



Knowledge Management
Most of us are in the GIS business but GIS means different things to 
different people.

◦ Display, Analyze and Manage Spatial Data.

◦ Typically, very good and managing the location and content of feature 
classes, raster datasets and even services.

What about the rest? 
•Where your organizations Maps and Layers are?
•What’s in those Maps and Layers and who owns them?
•How many duplicate datasets have been created/referenced?
•Are people sticking to corporate standards for symbology and 
transformations?



Knowledge Management -
Know where all your children are
Knowledge Management means having a good overhead view of all our GIS 
assets.

oRaw GIS Data
o Feature Classes

o Rasters

o Tins

o Seismic

o etc

oData Viewers and Containers
o Maps / Projects

o Layer Files

o Database (GDB/SDE)

o etc



Knowledge Management -
Development

Data Discovery

For all organizations but particularly for large enterprises it is important to go beyond 
the traditional idea of spatial data management to encompass a larger systematic view
of both raw data and data containers.

The following points are key to developing a good Knowledge Management database…

Results Database Analytics and View



Data Discovery



Data Discovery
Before properly managing data on an enterprise system, we must first 
know what is there – or even, what is not there.

This helps provide insights into what is in use, what areas need the most 
maintenance, and ultimately, what your team will be responsible for in 
your Knowledge Management strategy.

In our experience, Data Discovery is a two pronged attack:
• Network Metadata

• Spatial/GIS Metadata



Dude, That’s So Meta –
Network Metadata

When outlining details for spatial data, it is possible to collect a variety of 
information – Some of it helpful while others not quite as much. 

Our experience has shown that the following are most important…

Location Ownership Relevancy Status



Location, location, location…
One of the most important details to gather for your 
spatial data is where it is actually located.

Knowing the full path of the file is essential to being 
able to find, share, and evaluate the data at hand.
• This applies to Layer Files, File Geodatabases, Map 

Documents, etc.

Location is also handy in distinguishing the data type, 
discovering broken links and migrating data on the 
network.

Additionally, having this information for a multitude 
of files allows you to discern hot spots on your 
network.



Ownership
Another essential piece of information about your 
spatial data is its ownership, or the user account with 
which it is associated.

This knowledge is useful in a number of ways, 
including:
• Hinting at Maintenance – If the data is attributed to a 

specific account, this may provide insights into whether 
or not its contents have been properly maintained.

• Point of Contact Provided – In instances where more 
information is needed about the file, this user may be 
contacted.

• Evaluating User Performance/Responsibility – Learning 
which accounts are credited with specific datasets 
allows management to better discern an employee’s use 
of the network and decide if they may benefit from 
more defined Knowledge Management guidelines.



Relevancy –
The “Whens” of Change

Here, relevancy refers to temporal-based 
information about the files at hand.
• When was it created?

• … last modified?

• … last accessed?

Being aware of the relevancy gives insight into 
how well files have been maintained – as well 
as if they are in desperate need of an update 
or just irrelevant.



Status – Self Awareness
Our information about location, ownership 
and relevancy are just a snapshot in time.  
These things can and do change.  

As important as it is to know when data was 
created, it is also important to know “when 
we last checked” – therefore, when we need 
to run a refresh.



Discovering Data Details –
GIS Metadata
The meta details of spatial data on your network are useful, but the 
GIS-related details are so much more fun.

Usually collected on a second pass of the discovered containers are 
details about…
• Layer Brokenness

• Layer Symbology

• Layer/Map/Dataset Geomatics

• Dataset Schema



Broken Layers –
I’ve fallen and I cant get up.
Maps do not work if the layers are broken so knowing what 
is broken is extremely useful.

Moved a drive? Things are probably broken.

Moving SDE instances? Things are probably broken.

Referencing C drive? Things are probably broken.

If you know what is broken, you can fix it (or point fingers).
◦ Evaluate Utility

◦ Repair It

◦ Throw It Out



Symbology
Symbology of maps and layers can also be gathered and stored.  

◦ Store renderer as XML so that useful information can be determined.

This symbology may be used to:
• Develop a repository of symbology.

• Facilitate the development and enforcement 
of company wide standards.



Spatial Reference, Extent, and 
Transformation
Once data is located, further details on spatial reference, extent, and 
transformation can be collected.

These details may be used to:
• Ensure proper dataset use (e.g. extent of dataset within extent of data 

frame).

• Enforce corporate standards.  For example, ensure valid transformations are 
used where applicable.

• Valuable in conjunction with search



Dataset Schema –
What’s in a name?
Full dataset schema can be gathered for feature classes including Field 
Names and Types.

•Data Categorization – break up your pool of known datasets into 
categories.

•Duplicate Identification – Field names facilitate the identification of 
dataset duplicates.

Possible Duplicates
\\gis\sde\instances\world.sde\rivers

\\gis\south_america\data\world_rivers.shp

\\gis\north_america\data\w_rivers.shp

\\gis\africa\\data\world.gdb\rivers

\\projects\bigclient\geodetics\audits\data.gdb\world_rivers_copy

\\projects\engclient\geomancy\lunala\data.gdb\rivers

file://gis/sde/instances/world.sde/rivers
file://gis/south_america/data/world_rivers.shp
file://gis/north_america/data/w_rivers.shp
file://gis/africa/data/world.gdb/rivers
file://projects/bigclient/geodetics/audits/data.gdb/world_rivers_copy
file://projects/engclient/geomancy/lunala/data.gdb/rivers


Spatial Data Discovery -
Mechanics
The actual process of discovering data will vary from organization to 
organization.

Our technique is to use a set of python scripts to crawl the network 
recording details to an enterprise RDBMS.

Important to have a repeatable process to get consistent results that 
will then allow trackable progress against Knowledge Management 
goals.



Discovery 
Results Structure



Discovery Results Structure
It is recommended to store this discovered information in a central 
location for easy access and review.  Wise and proper storage of 
collected data leads to the best utilization.

This can be an Excel worksheet, database table, etc. – any format with 
which your organization is comfortable.

NOTE: The quality of your analytics will often depend on where you put 
the data more than on what you collect.



Inventory Database
A data structure we commonly use for referencing this inventory is that of 
a series of database tables, called the Marco Database.

Data details are stored in 20+ tables.



Inventory Database -
CONTAINER



Inventory Database Reference
Whatever the method for storing dataset details, there should be 
references built in to both streamline navigation and reduce redundancy 
of details.

Lookup tables offer a relatively easy approach 
to cutting down on this type of information.
• For example – Marco Database contains 

lookup tables for details that can often be
redundant but are easily managed, such as
the type of dataset or container.



Analytics and View



Analytics and View
Once details are known about the data on the network, it will be easier 
to assess its health.

An inventory of spatial data can provide insights into many things, 
dependent on what information was gathered in the first place.

This assessment can come in a number of ways, including:
• Analytics

• Viewing



Analytics
With those Spatial Data Discovery details recommended earlier, these 
analytical observations may include…

•Brokenness – A fresh data inventory can provide details on whether this file 
could be opened.

•Age – It can show you the age and staleness
of the data to decide how often it should be
maintained.

•Size – Inventories detail the size of the file, 
allowing you to discern how much space may
be freed up or the cost of keeping data in this
location.

•Ownership – Knowing to whom data is
attributed aides in maintenance, organization, 
and updates…among other things.



Analytics –
Talk to Your Database
When the inventory is stored in a well designed database, the value 
then lies in the questions you want to ask.



Sample Questionnaire 
•What user has the most broken maps?

•Most commonly referenced datasets in broken layers?

•Which maps haven’t been accessed for more than five years?

•Which maps are referencing data on the C drive and how many times?

•Show me the extents of the most used datasets in folder x.

•How many map documents or layers are using dataset x?

•Which maps are not using standard symbology for dataset z?

•Which maps have more than five broken layers?

•How many maps are using non-standard Geographic Transformations
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Broken Maps and Layers by User
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\\gis\south\texas\boundaries.gdb\counties

\\gis\south\texas\places.gdb\cities

\\gis\south\texas\infrastructure.gdb\roads

\\gis\south\texas\assets.gdb\pipeline

\\gis\south\texas\hydro.gdb\rivers

\\gis\client\eng_company\offsite\sellars\project.gdb\result

\\gis\south\texas\infrastructure.gdb\power_lines

\\gis\client\geodetics\ronstar\audit\data.gdb\outlines

References in Broken Layers

Container Last Accessed

\\gis\client\bigguy\projects\overlandflow\summary.mxd 11-Apr-2009

\\gis\client\bigguy\projects\overlandflow\analysis.mxd 20-Jul-2009

\\gis\client\middle\projects\geodetics\mitsy\full_audit.mxd 21-Jul-2009

\\gis\client\bigguy\projects\geomancy\scenario1a.mxd 14-Nov-2009

\\gis\client\middle\projects\geodetics\flypaper\test_audit.mxd 10-Dec-2009

\\gis\client\bigguy\projects\hca\hca_display.mxd 13-Feb-2010

\\gis\client\otherguy\projects\play\tertiary.lyr 11-Jun-2010

\\gis\client\otherguy\projects\play\jurassic.lyr 11-Jun-2010

\\gis\client\otherguy\projects\play\tertiary.lyr 11-Jun-2010

\\gis\client\otherguy\projects\play\tertiary.lyr 11-Jun-2010

\\gis\client\middle\projects\geodetics\gordon\audit3.mxd 24-Jul-2010

\\gis\client\middle\projects\geodetics\horseshoe\full_audit.mxd 29-Mar-2011

\\gis\client\eng_comp\projects\class_location\project.mxd 17-May-2011

\\gis\client\companyx\projects\portage\demo.mxd 25-Jun-2011

Container Count

\\gis\client\middle\projects\geodetics\sundown\audit.mxd 1

\\gis\client\bigguy\projects\geomancy\logan\scenario5.mxd 3

\\gis\client\middle\projects\geodetics\flypaper\test_audit.mxd 5

\\gis\client\bigguy\projects\hca2016\hca_display.mxd 12

\\gis\client\bigguy\projects\overlandflow_2015\summary_test.mxd 10

\\gis\client\bigguy\projects\overlandflow_2015\analysis.mxd 1

\\gis\client\middle\projects\geodetics\mansion\audit3.mxd 2

\\gis\client\middle\projects\geodetics\bock\full_audit.mxd 1

\\gis\client\eng_comp\projects\class_location\project.mxd 5

\\gis\client\companyx\projects\portage\demo.mxd 17

\\gis\client\otherguy\projects\folio_2016\alignments.mxd 3

\\gis\client\eng_comp\projects\offsite\project_reboot.mxd 9

\\gis\south\texas\infrastructure_jbl.mxd 15

file://gis/client/BigGuy/projects/overlandflow/summary.mxd
file://gis/client/BigGuy/projects/overlandflow/analysis.mxd
file://gis/client/middle/projects/geodetics/mitsy/full_audit.mxd
file://gis/client/BigGuy/projects/geomancy/scenario1a.mxd
file://gis/client/middle/projects/geodetics/flypaper/test_audit.mxd
file://gis/client/BigGuy/projects/hca/hca_display.mxd
file://gis/client/OtherGuy/projects/play/tertiary.lyr
file://gis/client/OtherGuy/projects/play/jurassic.lyr
file://gis/client/OtherGuy/projects/play/tertiary.lyr
file://gis/client/OtherGuy/projects/play/tertiary.lyr
file://gis/client/middle/projects/geodetics/gordon/audit3.mxd
file://gis/client/middle/projects/geodetics/horseshoe/full_audit.mxd
file://gis/client/eng_comp/projects/class_location/project.mxd
file://gis/client/companyx/projects/portage/demo.mxd
file://gis/client/middle/projects/geodetics/sundown/audit.mxd
file://gis/client/bigguy/projects/geomancy/logan/scenario5.mxd
file://gis/client/middle/projects/geodetics/flypaper/test_audit.mxd
file://gis/client/bigguy/projects/hca2016/hca_display.mxd
file://gis/client/bigguy/projects/overlandflow_2015/summary_test.mxd
file://gis/client/bigguy/projects/overlandflow_2015/analysis.mxd
file://gis/client/middle/projects/geodetics/mansion/audit3.mxd
file://gis/client/middle/projects/geodetics/bock/full_audit.mxd
file://gis/client/eng_comp/projects/class_location/project.mxd
file://gis/client/companyx/projects/portage/demo.mxd
file://gis/client/otherguy/projects/folio_2016/alignments.mxd
file://gis/client/eng_comp/projects/offsite/project_reboot.mxd
file://gis/south/texas/infrastructure_jbl.mxd


I Can Has Database?
Once you have collected the data there are many things to facilitate 
analytics on top of your database. 

Most of the above can be achieved through these products and others.
• Tableau

• Spotfire

• Power BI Desktop (Microsoft)

• Etc.



Viewing the Data Inventory
Inventory is more than just analytics.  It should also facilitate data use.

To guarantee that those who need access to the inventory thoroughly 
understand its contents, it is advised to make it accessible in a way that 
is easy and familiar.

Storing dataset details within a series of geodatabase tables is ideal for 
those maintaining the enterprise network, but what about for those on 
the hunt for a piece of data?  For some users its like picking a needle out 
of a haystack

How might they feel about a search engine?



Searchable Inventory
This approach gives the average user access to a complex range of dataset 
details quickly – and without risking unauthorized edits made to the 
underlying inventory.

A searchable inventory
should include features like:

•Keywords – Search based
on keywords matching file 
names, paths, etc.

•Filter Results – Results may 
be further defined by filters, 
view options, and the like.

•Standard View – Records 
should be easily navigable,
shown in a way that mirrors
the style of search engine
results.



Enterprise Knowledge 
Management

Spatial Data Discovery

No matter the approach, it is imperative organizations make the best use 
of spatial data on their enterprise system – especially keeping these 
features in mind.

Discovery 
Results Structure

Analytics and View


